Many important model organisms for biomedical and evolutionary research have sequenced genomes, but occupy a phylogenetically isolated position, evolutionarily distant from other sequenced genomes. This phylogenetic isolation is exemplified for zebrafish, a vertebrate model for cisregulation, development and human disease, whose evolutionary distance to all other currently sequenced fish exceeds the distance between human and chicken. Such large distances make it difficult to align genomes and use them for comparative analysis beyond gene-focused questions. In particular, detecting conserved non-genic elements (CNEs) as promising cis-regulatory elements with biological importance is challenging. Here, we develop a general comparative genomics framework to align isolated genomes and to comprehensively detect CNEs. Our approach integrates highly sensitive and quality-controlled local alignments and uses alignment transitivity and ancestral reconstruction to bridge large evolutionary distances. We apply our framework to zebrafish and demonstrate substantially improved CNE detection and quality compared with previous sets. Our zebrafish CNE set comprises 54 533 CNEs, of which 11 792 (22%) are conserved to human or mouse. Our zebrafish CNEs (http://zebrafish.stanford.edu) are highly enriched in known enhancers and extend existing experimental (ChIP-Seq) sets. The same framework can now be applied to the isolated genomes of frog, amphioxus, Caenorhabditis elegans and many others.
INTRODUCTION
DNA sequence conservation is often a hallmark of purifying selection, indicating an evolutionarily conserved function of the underlying genomic region. Comparative genomics can accurately locate conserved coding exons and has played an important role in completing gene catalogs by predicting novel genes and exons that had escaped transcriptome profiling and correcting previous gene structures (1, 2) . Genome comparisons also detected thousands of conserved non-genic elements (CNEs) and revealed that the majority of evolutionarily conserved DNA sequences do not code for proteins (3) (4) (5) (6) . Functional assays showed that a high fraction of these CNEs have specific cis-regulatory activity and act as enhancers in cell lines or during embryonic development (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . Furthermore, these CNEs are often associated with key developmental genes (12) (13) (14) and likely control the complex and highly regulated spatiotemporal expression patterns of these genes. In addition to being important in understanding cis-regulation, regulatory CNEs are implicated in human disease (15) (16) (17) , and disruption of CNE-mediated gene regulation is linked to diseases such as Van Buchem disease, X-linked deafness, aniridia and preaxial polydactyly (18) .
Comparative genomics has the most power to detect conservation if the aligned genomes cover a range of evolutionary distances (both closer and more distant species) (19) . Furthermore, comparing multiple genomes is more powerful at capturing orthologous sequences than comparing a pair of genomes, especially for species with large evolutionary distances (19, 20) . Pairwise comparisons are also particularly susceptible to DNA contamination (inclusion of foreign DNA in genome assemblies), which mimics conservation in pairwise (but not multiple) species comparisons. Importantly, detecting CNEs is harder than detecting conserved genes using comparative genomics because coding regions typically have higher sequence conservation over large evolutionary distances (21) . Coding genes can also be detected by protein-to-genome alignments.
Although human, mouse, Drosophila and other species are in the desirable situation of being accompanied by genomes of both evolutionarily close and distant species, many important genomes are phylogenetically isolated in that comparative genomics is restricted to using genomes of other species that are evolutionarily distant, operationally defined here as a distance exceeding 1 neutral substitution per site. Examples include zebrafish (see later in the text), frog, lamprey, amphioxus, sea urchin, hydra, sea anemone and sponges, which are all important models for developmental biology, regeneration, stem cell biology or evolutionary biology (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (Figure 1 ). Even one of the most important model organisms, Caenorhabditis elegans, is separated from other sequenced nematodes by >1 neutral substitution per site (Figure 1 ), prompting the community to sequence evolutionarily closer species (29) . Finally, some species of interest for evolutionary research, such as the coelacanth or the tuatara, have only one known surviving sister species in their order, and will thus remain in phylogenetic isolation indefinitely. This phylogenetic isolation hampers comparative analysis and results in poor genome annotation.
Here, we present a general comparative genomics framework designed to improve alignments of genomes that are evolutionarily distant. We focus on comprehensively detecting CNEs in such genome alignments. Although the framework is general and can be applied to any eukaryotic genome, we use the zebrafish genome as a test case for the following three reasons. First, zebrafish (belonging to the order cypriniformes) is a phylogenetically isolated genome. Zebrafish is separated from other currently sequenced fish (belonging to the order percomorphs) by 1.25-1.41 neutral substitutions per site, exceeding the molecular distance between human and chicken ( Figure 1 ). Second, zebrafish is one of the most important model organisms with a strong arsenal of experimental techniques for manipulating genes and genomic regions, and assaying expression patterns and cis-regulatory activity. A comprehensive and high-quality CNE resource is, therefore, of great value to the large zebrafish community that studies vertebrate development and models human disease (30, 31) . Third, existing resources that annotate CNEs in zebrafish based on pairwise genome comparisons (32) (33) (34) (35) allow us to evaluate our approach.
Our approach uses highly sensitive local alignments to detect remote homologies, and it strictly controls noise and random alignments by quality filtering based on false discovery rates (FDRs).
We use the resulting multiple-genome alignment to comprehensively detect zebrafish CNEs (called zCNEs), requiring conservation between zebrafish and at least two additional species to avoid DNA contamination. We augment our set with non-assembled sequence reads . The 'mousefish', a desirable but currently unavailable teleost genome at human-mouse distance, is discussed in the text. Apart from zebrafish, frog (1.49 subs/site to chicken), lamprey (1.76 subs/site to zebrafish), amphioxus (>2.5 subs/site to lamprey) and C. elegans (1.07 subs/site to Caenorhabditis remanei) are also shown to have phylogenetically isolated genomes. Molecular distances were taken from the UCSC genome browser (28) for the hg18, braFlo1 and ce10 assemblies. (B) Evolutionary distances (neutral substitutions per site) between zebrafish (left) and human (right) to other sequenced species. In contrast to human, the zebrafish genome occupies a phylogenetic outgroup position with the closest sequenced teleosts at a distance of 1.25-1.41 subs/site, which exceeds the distance between the human and chicken genome (1.08 subs/site). (C) The portion of CNEs conserved to mouse that can be discovered in comparisons between human and evolutionarily more distant species can be used to estimate the fraction of zebrafish CNEs visible using the current availability of genomes.
from many additional species, while applying stringent filters to detect zCNEs embedded in regions with conserved synteny in at least one assembled species, which is a fundamental property of conserved cis-regulatory elements. Finally, we use novel methods (alignment transitivity and ancestral reconstruction) to annotate orthology between zebrafish and mammalian species. We show that zCNEs are highly enriched in validated enhancers and that they extend any existing computational or experimental (ChIP-Seq) set, while adding quality. To make this zCNE set available to the zebrafish community, we have created a resource with rich annotation at http:// zebrafish.stanford.edu.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Comparative genomics approach to obtain zCNEs Our computational framework for aligning distant genomes comprises a number of steps that are shown in Figure 2 and detailed later in the text. The methodology we describe is general and readily applicable to any isolated genome with proper parameter tuning (see 'Discussion' section).
Pairwise whole-genome alignments
Our pipeline starts with pairwise alignments to the Zv9/danRer7 zebrafish genome assembly using the following genomes that broadly sample $450 My of vertebrate evolution: medaka (oryLat2), tetraodon (tetNig2), fugu (v5) (36), (fr3, http://www.fugu-sg.org/), stickleback (gasAcu1), lamprey (petMar1), cow (bosTau4), dog (canFam2), horse (equCab2), chicken (galGal3), human (hg19), elephant (loxAfr3), mouse (mm9), opossum (monDom5), platypus (ornAna1) and frog (xenTro2) (Figure 2 , Steps 1 and 2). We built pairwise alignments to zebrafish using lastz (37) with the HoxD55 scoring matrix and sensitive parameter settings: H = 2000, Y = 3000, L = 3000 and K = 2000. The pairwise alignments were built using genomes that were hard-masked for repeats using UCSC Table Browser's RepMask and  Simple Repeats tracks (28) . Although sensitive alignment parameters are necessary to detect homologies between diverged sequences, they also produce dubious alignments. Therefore, we subsequently quality filtered the lastz alignments using threshold values determined by FDR calculations. Specifically, we created two randomized genomes obtained by di-nucleotide shuffling every entire zebrafish chromosome (global shuffling) as well as di-nucleotide shuffling 100-bp sliding windows in every zebrafish chromosome (local shuffling). The position and size of all assembly gaps was preserved in both cases. Then, we aligned both shuffled genomes against the real genome of stickleback, fugu, tetraodon, medaka and lamprey and estimated the FDR as the number of bases in the shuffled genome that align (false positives) divided by the number of bases in the real genome that align (true positives and false positives). We kept a local alignment if a sliding window of size !30 bp has !60% sequence identity and !1.8 bits entropy. These parameters give an FDR between 0. 13 No: of X matches in alignment Total no: of matches in alignment This entropy filter excludes unmasked tandem repeats or regions of low-sequence complexity that typically yield non-orthologous alignments with high-sequence identity but where only a subset of the four DNA bases predominately aligns.
Highly sensitive local alignments (patching)
To detect remote homologies between evolutionarily distant genomes, it would be desirable to run genomewide alignments with highly sensitive parameters controlling the heuristics (such as seeding and seed-extension) of BLAST-based algorithms (37, 38) . However, the drastic increase in run-time prevents running wholegenome alignments with such parameters. Regulatory CNEs are expected to be in larger synteny blocks that have several clearly aligning regions. We exploited this property in a step termed 'patching' that uses highly sensitive seeding and seed-extension parameters to find new alignments within those unaligning genomic regions that are bounded by clearly aligning anchors upstream and downstream ( Figure 2 , Steps 3 and 4). To this end, we 'chained' filtered pairwise aligning blocks to get long colinear alignments separated by unaligning sequence regions (39) . For all pairs of alignment blocks, we tried to align the sequences between these aligning blocks using lastz (37) with the HoxD55 scoring matrix and highly sensitive parameters for seeding and seed-extension: K = 1500, L = 2300, M = 0 and W = 5. Any novel alignments were filtered as before requiring !60% sequence identity and !1.8 bits entropy in a window !30 bp. These parameters result in an FDR of 0.099 for medaka and 0.26 for fugu when we di-nucleotide shuffle the zebrafish sequence for all patched regions in the real chains (note that this is a stricter test than patching chains built for a shuffled zebrafish genome). Supplementary Table S2 lists how many bases were added to the chains. Patching ultimately allowed us to detect 1758 zCNEs covering 126 kb that we would otherwise have missed. Supplementary Figure S1 shows an example of a CNE only detected by patching.
Syntenic pairwise alignments
The additional filtered alignments found by patching, together with the filtered alignments from the genomewide lastz step were chained (39) (Figure 2 , Steps 5-7). As cis-regulatory CNEs typically maintain synteny with the nearby genes they regulate through evolution (40), we extracted syntenic pairwise alignments as long regions of co-linearity between zebrafish and another species. We kept only chains with either a score of !10 000 that spans !10 000 bp in both genomes or chains with a score of !50 000 that span !5000 bp in both genomes to also keep chains with strong alignments spanning only a shorter region. These parameters were empirically determined by inspecting the chains in the UCSC genome browser and looking for any genes in chains that were filtered out. Synteny filtering excluded many chains because the majority of unfiltered chains are short and low scoring (Supplementary Figure S2) . As syntenic chains include both orthologous and paralogous alignments, we subjected these chains to 'netting' (39) to keep only the most likely orthologous alignments. The filtered nets were filtered again for the same score and span criteria, as nets might keep smaller regions from longer chains that represent paralogous alignments.
Di-nucleotide-shuffled genome
We used the globally and locally di-nucleotide-shuffled zebrafish genomes to test whether our alignment and filtering parameters would allow syntenic alignments between random sequences. This is necessary, as the genome-wide pairwise lastz alignments yielded FDRs of >0.25 for some species. We applied the entire pipeline (genome-wide lastz, alignment filtering, patching, chaining 
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Step 1 and filtering for syntenic chains) to the di-nucleotideshuffled zebrafish genomes (proxy for a random sequence) against the real genomes of stickleback, fugu, tetraodon, medaka and lamprey. Despite our sensitive alignment parameters, we did not obtain a single chain that passed our synteny filters for any of these species for either the globally or locally shuffled genome, suggesting that our quality and synteny filters are appropriate.
Multiple alignment
The pairwise syntenic alignment nets are the input to multiz (41) to build a multiple alignment ( Figure 2, Step 8). As multiple alignments become more fragmented, the more species are aligned (42), we build two multiple alignments: one that includes teleost species and lamprey but excludes all tetrapod species and one that includes only zebrafish and tetrapods. The phylogenetic tree for the teleosts and lamprey is ((danRer7:0.580406, 
Using non-assembled DNA sequences
Although multiple species with high-quality genomes that cover the major tetrapod clades have been produced, the teleost clade is more sparsely sampled with whole-genome assemblies but holds a wealth of unassembled genomic DNA sequences ( Figure 2, Step 9b). To use this unassembled genomic DNA, we downloaded all genomic non-mitochondrial DNA belonging to a non-tetrapod vertebrate species from both the NCBI trace archive and GenBank, excluding refseq_rna, nt and env_nt, as well as medaka, fugu, tetraodon, stickleback and lamprey, which are present in our alignment. This sequence data comprised 18.2 Gb in 21 117 826 sequences, with an average (median) length of 862 (908) bp. We extracted all regions !50 bp from the zebrafish genome that cover well-aligning windows from !1 species (Step 9a later in the text) and aligned those regions against the nontetrapod vertebrate DNA sequences using lastz (HoxD55 matrix, K = 2000, L = 3000, M = 0 and W = 6). These new alignments include contributions from salmon, tilapia, seabass, the ghost shark (43) and many other species.
As these traces and GenBank sequences are too short to assess synteny, we required more stringent filtering parameters by keeping only those alignments that have a region that aligns with !75% identity and !1.8 bits entropy over !50 bp. These parameters were optimized by computing FDRs by di-nucleotide shuffling the zebrafish regions as done earlier in the text. Because of the long computation time, we restricted the FDR estimation to randomly selected 10% of the zebrafish regions (2444 CPU hours). These parameters give an overall FDR of 0.065 and per species FDRs 0.114 (Supplementary Table S3 ).
Conserved elements set
We defined conserved zebrafish elements as regions of !50 bp supported by good alignments to at least two other species (Figure 2, Step 9a and 10). To this end, we first obtained all pairwise-alignment regions that align with !65% identity and !1.8 entropy (as defined earlier in the text) over !30 alignment columns by extracting all regions from the multiple alignment for all pairs (zebrafish-another species) (Supplementary Table S4 ). Then, we obtained those zebrafish regions where the well-aligning windows from !2 species from the multiple alignments overlap basewise. Similarly, we obtained the regions where the well-aligning windows from only one species from the multiple alignments overlap basewise with !1 other species from non-assembled sequences (GenBank and traces). We merged adjacent regions if they were at most 15 bp apart in danRer7. For the final set of conserved regions, we required that the un-merged regions cumulatively cover !50 bp in danRer7. Thus, each zebrafish-conserved region is at least 50-bp long and is supported by at least 50 bp in well-aligning windows from at least two other species. We processed the two multiple alignments separately and merged the two sets of conserved elements.
Excluding genic conserved regions
To obtain a set of bona fide CNEs, we applied stringent filtering to exclude regions that are (potentially) protein coding or belong to gene UTRs or non-coding RNAs (Figure 2, Step 11). We built a set of 'exclude regions' by first combining exons from RefSeq transcripts, Ensembl transcripts, Uniprot protein mappings, zebrafish mRNAs and spliced ESTs downloaded from the UCSC genome browser (29) . In addition, we added miRNAs from mirbase and Vega pseudogene regions (liftOver from danRer5) to the exclude regions. Second, as current gene annotations are likely incomplete for zebrafish, we used BlastX to find additional regions with protein homology. To this end, we added 50-bp flanks to all conserved elements, ran BlastX against the NCBI nr database (excluding predicted proteins, XP_) and added all regions detected with an E-value <0.01 to the exclude regions. Third, we used RNAcode with default parameters (44) and added all alignment regions that likely evolve under protein-coding constraints (P-value < 1E-5). We merged the set of exclude regions from the gene/ncRNA annotation tracks, BlastX and RNAcode and added 50-bp flanks to exclude splice site proximal regions that might harbor conserved splicing regulatory elements. We then excluded all these bases from the conserved elements and required the remaining conserved regions to be !50-bp long.
These stringent filters leave 16.9% (6.6 of 39.3 Mb in well-aligning windows) of all conserved elements as nongenic. A similar fraction of non-genic sequence is found in human-chicken (17.8%) or human-frog (15.7%) conserved sequences using the same filtering criteria.
Our final zCNE set comprises 54 533 elements covering 6 643 241 bp (0.47%) of the zebrafish genome.
Aligning zCNEs to their human and mouse orthologs
Non-genic regions conserved between related species are promising candidates for transcriptional enhancers with conserved expression patterns (7, 9, 11) . For biomedical, evolutionary and developmental studies, it is desirable to comprehensively detect zCNE conservation between zebrafish and human/mouse. Using our syntenic multiple alignment ( Figure 2, Step 8), we initially found 9373 CNEs that are conserved in human, 8757 zCNEs conserved in mouse and 11 516 zCNEs that are conserved in any tetrapod. Cognizant of the limitations of existing alignment tools, we set out to detect human/mouse conservation for additional zCNEs using two novel methods: alignment transitivity and ancestral reconstruction.
Annotating human and mouse ancestry using alignment transitivity
Transitivity infers orthology between zebrafish and human/mouse sequences that do not align directly but do share orthology to a common sequence in a third related species (Figure 3) (21,45) . For each CNE, we obtained the genomic coordinates for any intermediate species from the multiple alignments (first transitive step). Then, we used the UCSC syntenic (orthology) liftOver chains in search of a syntenic alignment between the intermediate species and human/mouse, using liftOver with -minMatch = 0.7 (second transitive step). This procedure was repeated for all intermediate species (all tetrapods that align to zebrafish in our multiple alignments). Finally, as a quality-control measure, we only inferred zebrafish-human/mouse homology if the CNE mapped to the same location in the human/mouse genome for all available intermediate species.
To assess the power of transitivity to detect the orthologous locus in human/mouse, we first used the 9373 (8757) zCNEs that directly align to human (mouse) as a test set, ignored these direct alignments and searched for transitivity-inferred alignments using the nine other tetrapod species. For 99.7% (99.6%) of these zCNEs, the coordinates found by transitivity overlap the human (mouse) coordinates from the syntenic multiple alignments, indicating very high power in uncovering orthology.
Applied to each of the 11 516 À 9373 (8757) = 2143 (2759) zCNEs that align to other tetrapods but not directly to human (mouse), transitivity identified an additional 1115 zCNEs conserved to human (52% of searched sequences) and an additional 1055 zCNEs (38%) conserved to mouse (Table 1) . These zCNEs have a median pairwise sequence identity between zebrafish and human (mouse) of 68.7% (67.9%) ( Figure 3B ), a clear sign of previously undetected sequence homology between species separated by !1.8 subs. per site (Figure 1 ). Support for a transitive alignment came from two or more independent species for 96.6% of human elements and 97.3% of the mouse ones (Supplementary Figure S3) . Chicken was the most useful intermediate species (Supplementary Figure S4) , consistent with the observation that the bird lineage is more slowly evolving and has a low rate of genomic rearrangements (46) .
Finding tetrapod orthologs using ancestral reconstruction
We also used ancestral sequence reconstruction (47, 48) as an additional approach to reduce large evolutionary distances by aligning reconstructed percomorph ancestral zCNE sequences to reconstructed mammalian ancestral CNE sequences ( Figure 4) . As the evolutionary distance between the percomorph and mammalian ancestors is only 1.04 neutral subs. per site, much shorter than the distance of 1.8 (2.01) subs. per site between zebrafish and human (mouse) (Figure 4 ), we were hoping to detect additional alignments.
To this end, we first obtained a human-referenced tetrapod CNE set to reconstruct the mammalian ancestor of those CNEs. We downloaded vertebrate PhastCons (5) most-conserved elements for the human hg19 assembly. To get CNEs, we excluded all bases (padded 50 bp to their flanks to exclude conserved splicing signals) in coding gene tracks (knownGene, mgcGenes, ccdsGenes, ensGene, exoniphy and xenoRefGene), non-coding RNAs (evofold, wgRna, vegaPseudoGene and tRNAs), pseudogenes (pseudoYale and ucscRetroAli) and all repeats. The remaining conserved elements were merged if they were at most 15-bp apart, requiring that each element consists of !50 conserved bases after merging. We then filtered this set for CNEs, retaining only those that overlap with !80% at least one of frog, chicken, lizard or zebra finch (the species that we use as outgroups for reconstructing the mammalian ancestral sequence). We also required that each CNE is conserved in at least three of the following mammals: mouse, rat, guinea pig, cow, dog, horse and elephant. This results in 18.4 Mb (0.59% of the human genome) in 105 145 CNEs.
Next, we used prequel (48) with frog, chicken, lizard and zebra finch as outgroup species to reconstruct the most likely sequence of the mammalian ancestor for these 105 145 CNEs. Likewise, we used zebrafish as outgroup to reconstruct the percomorph ancestor for all zCNEs that have at least two percomorph species in the multiple alignments. Then, we used lastz (K = 1500, L = 3000, T = 0, M = 0 and W = 5) to align all mammalian ancestral sequences against all percomorph ancestral sequences. We kept those hits that have at least one window of !30 bp with sequence identity !65% and entropy !1.8 bits. These alignment and filtering parameters give an FDR of 0.04 when we di-nucleotide shuffle the reconstructed mammal ancestors.
To assess how often alignments between reconstructed ancestors detect the correct syntenic region in the human genome, we used the 2188 zCNEs that both align to human in our multiple alignment and have an alignment hit between the reconstructed ancestors. We found that the human coordinates obtained by reconstruction overlap the human coordinates from the syntenic multiple alignments for 1944 (88.8% of 2188) zCNEs, indicating correct and syntenic hits.
Applied to all zCNEs, we found tetrapod orthologs for 1262 (1349) zCNEs ( Table 1 ) that did not align to human (mouse) in our multiple alignment. The median pairwise sequence identity between zebrafish and human of 63.5% ( Figure 4C ) is again indicative of homologous sequence between these diverged species. In all, 632 (50%) of these 1262 zCNEs had no previous alignment to human or to any other tetrapod.
Transitivity and ancestral reconstruction added 2200 (2232) CNEs covering 316 kb (321 kb) to the syntenic multiple alignment's 9373 (8757) CNEs conserved between zebrafish and human (mouse) ( Table 1 ). In total, 11 792 zCNEs (22% of 54 533) are conserved to human or mouse. (1 and 2) . The reconstructed ancestral sequences align with high enough sequence identity to detect orthology and anchor an alignment between the human and zebrafish CNEs not visible otherwise (3) . The CNE shares conserved synteny with the same putative target gene (4) . Blue background is identity to the ancestor in (1 and 2) and sequence identity in (3).
RESULTS
The comparative genomics approach detailed in the 'Materials and Methods' section (earlier in the text) results in a set of 54 533 zebrafish CNEs, of which 11 792 (22%) are conserved to human or mouse. Next, we turn to analyze our zCNE set and compare it with previous CNE annotation efforts, epigenetic enhancer marks and experimentally tested enhancers.
Comparison with previous zebrafish CNE sets
We first evaluated the comprehensiveness of our zCNE set by comparison with three previous sets obtained by pairwise genome comparisons: Ancora (34), CNEViewer (35) and ECR Browser (32) . Briefly, Ancora and CNEViewer scan standard alignment nets provided by the UCSC genome browser (28) for conserved noncoding regions. CNEViewer uses a gene-centric screen that scans 500-kb regions around orthologous genes, whereas Ancora scans genome-wide. ECR Browser uses pairwise BLAST alignments between syntenic blocks and includes both conserved coding and non-coding elements. We did not compare with CONDOR (33), which contains CNEs aligning between fugu and human. As previous CNE sets contain some regions that are potentially coding (partially because of more recent gene annotations) or that arise from non-orthologous repeat alignments (Supplementary Table S5 ), we subjected these three CNE sets to exactly the same filters that we applied to remove repeats and genic regions from our own set to assure direct comparability (Supplementary Methods). Pairwise comparisons of these sets to our zCNEs show that 44-89% of our zCNE set is novel compared with these previous sets (Table 2a) , despite applying our stringent synteny filter and requiring conservation between at least three species. Nearly 22% of zCNEs are not found in the union of all these previous resources (Table 2b) .
The union of all three previous sets contained 5.6 Mb (52%) that is not in our zCNE set, mostly because of lack of synteny and lack of good alignments (Table 2b gives a breakdown of these 5.6 Mb). Furthermore, the regions unique to other sets lack the functional enrichments for transcription factors that are typical for CNEs (49) , in contrast to CNEs detected in our and other sets or elements unique in our zCNE set (Table 2c ). This shows that the combination of doing sensitive pairwise alignments, requiring multiple species rather than single species support and using non-assembled DNA sequence reads substantially improved the quality and comprehensiveness of the zebrafish CNE set.
zCNEs are highly enriched in overlapping epigenetic enhancer marks and active enhancers
To further assess the quality of our approach, we intersected our zCNEs with three sets of functional gene regulation data, in search of enriched overlaps. We computed fold enrichment and an empirical P-value by randomly placing the same number of zCNEs in the sequenced portion of the zebrafish genome 10 5 times and comparing how often randomly placed elements overlap these three sets. First, we used monomethylation of histone 3 at lysine 4 (H3K4me1), which marks active and poised enhancers (50) . A recent study identified 65 585 H3K4me1-marked genomic regions in whole zebrafish at 24 h post-fertilization (24 hpf) (51). We found that 14 008 of 54 533 (25.7%) zCNEs overlap these H3K4me1 hotspots (6.9-fold enriched, empirical P < 10 À5 , observed standard deviations above mean or 'Z-score': 272). Second, the combination of H3K4me1/me3 and H3K27ac (histone H3 lysine 27 acetylation) marks from four different zebrafish developmental stages (dome, epiboly, 24 hpf and 48 hpf) were used in (52) to define putative distal regulatory elements. In all, 12 791 of 54 533 (23.5%) zCNEs overlap this set (5.8-fold enriched, empirical P < 10 À5 , Z-score: 230). Third, we mapped 331 human developmental enhancers tested using mouse transgenics in the VISTA database (53) to their orthologous zebrafish coordinates (using UCSC's liftOver with -minMatch 0.1). In all, 510 (4.4%) of the 11 573 human-conserved zCNEs overlap these 331 VISTA enhancers (169-fold enriched, empirical P < 10 À5 , Z-score: 292). These enrichments suggest that zCNEs offer promising cis-regulatory candidate regions identified by conservation.
To compare the potential of novel and previously detected zCNEs to act as developmental enhancers, we again used the large number of human regions tested for enhancer activity using mouse transgenics in the VISTA database (53) . To this end, we divided our humanconserved zCNEs into (i) those zCNE regions where human-conservation was only detected by us and (ii) those zCNE regions where human-conservation was also detected by at least one of Ancora, CNEViewer or ECR Browser, and restricted the analysis to regions !50 bp. Of the zCNE regions where human-conservation was only detected by our approach, 170 overlapped regions tested in VISTA, and 105 of these (62%, Z-score: 84) were positive for enhancer function. For comparison of the zCNE regions where human-conservation was detected by others and us, 988 were tested and 572 were positive (58%, Z-score: 370). This suggests that novel humanconserved zCNE regions are as likely to function as developmental enhancers.
zCNEs are not subsumed by available epigenetic enhancer marks
The union of all H3K4me1, H3K4me3 or H3K27ac marks obtained by two studies for four different developmental stages (51, 52) together covers 227 Mb (16%) of the zebrafish genome. Despite covering a large portion of the genome, we found that 45% (24 520 of 54 533) zCNEs do not overlap these epigenetic enhancer marks. Thus, these zCNEs likely highlight novel cis-regulatory elements with evolutionary importance.
CNE-dense genomic regions highlight key developmental genes
It is well known that CNE clusters are often associated with transcription factors and developmental genes having complex expression patterns (12-14,49,54) . CNE-dense genomic regions can highlight such important genes, including some that are less characterized. We computed the percentage of bases in zCNEs that overlap sliding windows of size 100 kb with a 5 kb offset across the entire zebrafish genome, after excluding the number of bases in assembly gaps from each window. Using the regulatory domain concept of GREAT (55), we determined the gene(s) whose regulatory domain overlaps the midpoint of each window (often the gene/s with the closest transcription start site 5 0 and 3 0 ). All top 10 windows overlap transcription factors (Table 3) , with the densest window (18.8% of bases in To exclude any differences because of our stringent filtering procedure, we applied the same filters for repeats and genic regions to the ECR Browser (pairwise zebrafish-fugu/human), Ancora (pairwise zebrafish-fugu/tetraodon/stickleback/medaka/human) and CNEViewer (pairwise zebrafishhuman) sets (Supplementary Table S5 ). We used our set of CNEs built from the teleosts and lamprey multiple alignment (6 072 642 bp in 51 997 CNEs) to compare with pairwise zebrafish-teleost sets. We used our set of CNEs that are conserved to human (1 769 804 bp in 11 573 CNEs) to compare with pairwise zebrafish-human sets. We found that, despite our stringent synteny filter and requiring at least two other aligning species, our CNE set is substantially larger than any of these pairwise sets, as 44-89% of the bases in zCNEs are not contained in the other sets. Compared with the union of all previous sets, zCNEs still add 1.4 Mb (22% of our set). Other sets contain 5.6 Mb that are not in our zCNE set for reasons listed in the table.
c CNEs that are in both our zCNE and other sets as well as CNEs that are unique to our set show the expected enrichments for transcription factors using the zebrafish GREAT webserver http://great.stanford.edu. In contrast, these enrichments were not detected (n.d.) for CNEs unique to other sets. Top enrichment is shown. Size-matched sets were compared to assure equal statistical power of GREAT.
zCNEs) found next to the neuronal differentiation gene foxp2 (56) . Interestingly, two top non-overlapping windows are associated with znf536, a poorly studied zinc-finger transcription factor that is also involved in neuronal differentiation (57) and may be linked to a case of ataxia telangiectasia (58) . The full Supplementary Table  S7 likely highlights additional less characterized genes with complex regulation and key developmental roles.
Properties of human-conserved zCNEs
To specifically explore the properties of the humanconserved zCNEs, we first compared the distribution of expression patterns of VISTA enhancers (53) . Compared with all positively tested VISTA enhancers, the enhancers that overlap human-conserved zCNEs drive expression more frequently in the central nervous system and less frequently in the limb (Supplementary Figure S5) . This is consistent with previous observations that genomic regions bound by the enhancer-associated protein p300 in forebrain and midbrain are more conserved than similar regions bound in limb (59) . Second, we used GREAT (55) to identify functional roles enriched among the human-conserved zCNEs. GREAT detected a strong enrichment of such zCNEs next to transcription factors (data not shown), validating a known association of deeply conserved CNEs (12, 49) . Interestingly, GREAT also detected enrichment of several signaling pathways such as Id, Notch and TGF-b (Supplementary Table  S6 ), highlighting specific functions of the human-zebrafish conserved CNEs.
DISCUSSION
CNEs are prime candidates for harboring biologically important cis-regulatory function, but such CNEs are hard to detect for phylogenetically isolated genomes. Here, we developed a general framework to align isolated genomes and to comprehensively detect CNEs in them. We applied our framework to zebrafish, an important model organism with an isolated genome, and showed that, despite the rigor of our methods, our zCNE set improved on both the quality and the comprehensiveness of previous sets. Part of our improvement stems from using additional sequence data, such as unassembled DNA. Improved methodology, in particular refraining from relying on pairwise alignments alone, however, makes an important contribution. Patching allowed us to detect 1758 zCNEs that we would miss otherwise, and alignment transitivity and ancestral reconstruction used to annotate orthology between zebrafish and mammalian species revealed such deep conservation for an additional 2200 zCNEs ( Table 1 ). The high-sequence identity between these alignments, once we are able to obtain them, suggests that we have uncovered orthologous sequence that has been missed by the heuristics of the BLAST-derived search tool. Our framework will be highly useful to align genomes of multiple other species that are important for biomedical or evolutionary research or where an attractive genetic toolkit is complemented only by genomes of distantly related species. This is currently the case for frog, amphioxus, sea urchin, hydra, C. elegans and other species, which have already been sequenced. Although the methodology described in Figure 2 is general and readily applicable to these other isolated genomes, some parameter settings may need to be changed according to the general principles we describe here. The parameters for qualityfiltering sensitive pairwise alignments can be adjusted by computing FDRs to a new randomized reference genome. The parameters to extract syntenic chains and nets likely depend on the genome size (and gene size), as well as the molecular distance between the species. These parameters can be determined empirically by (i) inspecting alignments between orthologous genes that are filtered out and importantly (ii) assuring that no chain between a randomized genome passed these filters. Finally, the minimal length of the CNEs depends on the molecular distance between the species as often only a small core of enhancers is conserved between distant species (60, 61) .
Zebrafish, with its high-throughput in vivo enhancer assays, is a great system to experimentally explore the expression patterns driven by CNEs. To allow easy access to our zCNE set, we have created a web portal at http:// zebrafish.stanford.edu ( Figure 5 ) to display our CNEs together with human and mouse coordinates (where orthology exists), conservation in other species, neighboring genes with contextual links to ZFIN (62) , and the UCSC (28) and Ensembl (63) genome browsers. The portal also allows searching and downloading zCNEs near specific genes or genomic regions. The zCNE set was also added to ZFIN's GBrowse (62) . Because zebrafish is distant to the other species in our study, we recommend that zCNEs are padded up to 200 bp on either side before testing for cis-regulatory function, as human comparison with similarly distant chicken or frog often highlights only the core of human-mouse conserved elements (61) .
Despite our improved framework to detect CNEs between distantly related species, CNEs that came under selection during more recent evolution (after the zebrafish-percomorph split) can only be detected when evolutionarily closer species are sequenced. We used comparisons between human, mouse, chicken and frog to determine which fraction of human CNEs would be missed if only distant species are available and used this to estimate how large the set of evolutionarily younger zebrafish CNEs is. Our baseline is the 73.9 Mb in human CNEs [PhastCons elements (5) from the hg19 genome assembly filtered for CNEs as aforementioned] that align between human and mouse ( Figure 1C ). If only species at the human-chicken (human-frog) molecular distance were available to detect conservation in the human genome, only 27.2% (12.1%) of these 73.9 Mb would have been found ( Figure 1C) . A linear regression of the human-chicken and human-frog distance (1.076 and 1.62 neutral subs. per site, respectively) indicates that at the current zebrafish-medaka distance (1.25 subs. per site), only 22.3% of zebrafish CNEs have been found. By selecting and sequencing a fish at a comparable molecular distance with that between human and mouse (which we dub as 'mousefish' in Figure 1 ), we would expect to reveal, in addition to the 6.6 Mb or 22.3% in our zCNE set, 23 Mb of additional conserved non-genic sequence. Molecular phylogenies indicate that species belonging to the family Cyprinidae may lie at the desired 'mousefish' distance, although molecular divergence estimates vary (64, 65) . Comparison with evolutionary closer genomes, available in future (66) , will likely reveal the conservation of many additional functional zebrafish elements that are currently not annotated as such (67 Figure 5 . Top: UCSC genome browser-like representation of the Sox5 locus shows clusters of zCNEs (blue), many of which align to human or mouse (red). Bottom: a screenshot of the details page that is available for each zCNE.
